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ABSTRACT
This work presents a novel approach to predict the voltage-current (V-I) characteristics of a
PV panel under varying weather conditions to estimate the PV parameters. Outdoor
performance of the PV module (AP-PM-15) was carried out for several times. The
experimental data obtained are validated and compared with the estimated results obtained
through simulation based on the manufacture’s data sheet. The simulation is based on the
Newton-Raphson iterative method in MATLAB environment. This approach aids the
computation of the PV module’s parameters at any varying weather condition. The computed
significant error indicates that the result has a good agreement with the experimental data.
Keyword: Newton-Raphson, Parameter extraction, Simulation, Photovoltaic, Relative error

INTRODUCTION
Photovoltaic
(PV)
energy
is
currently
undergoing rapid development worldwide.
Nowadays the worldwide installed Photovoltaic
power capacity indicates a practically
exponential increase, despite of their still fairly
high cost (Jack, Salam, & Ishaque, 2015). This,
along with the research for lower cost and
higher efficiency devices, motivates the
researchers to aim at achieving higher
efficiency and reliability.
The possibility of predicting a photovoltaic
array’s performance in various irradiance and
temperature, is very important for sizing the PV
arrays as well as for the design of the Maximum
Power Point Tracking
and control
strategy (Ali & Yusuf, 2015; Sera, Teodorescu,
& Rodriguez, 2007). There are several methods
offered in the literature for extracting the
panel parameters. The majority of the methods
are based on measurements of the I-V
characteristic of the panel (Jack et al., 2015).
The main aspect of PV simulation that requires
attention is the estimation of the model
parameters. In general, the manufacturer’s
datasheets only tabulate the open circuit
voltage
short circuit current
,
current
voltage
and maximum
power point
. In some cases, the values
of the temperature coefficients for open circuit
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voltage
and short circuit current (Ki) are
also specified.
Despite the availability of these data,
unfortunately, they differ from what is required
by the model. The latter is based on circuit
variables, such as the photocurrent (IPV),
saturation current (Io), diode ideality factors
(A), series (Rs) and shunt (Rsh) resistances.
Thus, the datasheet information must be
interpreted to parameters that can be
computed by the model. Furthermore, the
datasheet provides data at (STC), whereas a
typical PV system operates at environmental
conditions far from that condition (Chouder,
Silvestre, Sadaoui, & Rahmani, 2012).
The main objective of this paper is to subject
the panel into outdoor performance, compare
the characteristics and to evaluate the module
parameters at outdoor performance.
Modeling of photovoltaic systems
Figure (1) depicts the equivalent circuit of the
photovoltaic (PV) cell empirical model whose
basic fundamental current–voltage governing
equation is given by equation (1) (Hasan &
Parida, 2016);
(1)
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where

is the photocurrent in (A),

is the

diode saturation current (A),
modiﬁed ideality factor,
the diode ideality
factor,
the Boltzmann constant,
the
electronic charge,

the series resistance,

is the shunt resistance,
is the cell absolute
temperature.
The nonlinear and implicit equation given by
Equation (1) would be solved using the Newton
Raphson iterative method (Hasan & Parida,
2016; Jena & Ramana, 2015). The ﬁve
parameters in Equation (1) depend on the
incident solar irradiance, the cell temperature,
and on their reference values. These reference
values are generally provided by manufacturers
of PV modules for speciﬁed operating condition
such as STC (Standard Test Conditions) for
which the irradiance is 1000
and the

Newton Raphson Estimation Method
Newton Raphson Method is an iterative method
that consists in estimate of a given function f(x)
with an initial guess. The method is obtained

cell temperature is 25 . Real operating
conditions are always different from the
standard conditions, and mismatch effects can
also affect the real values of these parameters.
So the evaluation of the ﬁve parameters in real
conditions of work is of prime interest in this
work to provide an accurate PV module
mathematical
model.
Furthermore,
the
reference
parameters
given
by
the
manufacturer
at
standard
temperature
condition (STC) are not accurate for outdoor
conditions. Thus, a procedure based on outdoor
measurement and mathematical formulation to
determine the reference values of these
parameters is recommended. The evaluation of
the ﬁve model parameters at real condition of
irradiance and temperature of the target PV
module would be determined according to their
reference values (Chouder et al., 2012).

through the Taylor series expansion in
given below;

(2)
Restricting the series in the second term one can obtain the general formula of Newton Raphson's
method as given by equation (3) (Obbadi, Errami, El, & Agunaou, 2016)
(3)
The corresponding equivalent for the nonlinear equation (1) can be written as;
(4)
In this nonlinear equation, this method
presents an easy and precise way to reduce the
number of equations to four by modifying the
resistance RS. The resistances RS and Rsh can
then be calculated from the fact that only an
exclusive pair of these two parameters gives
the maximum power at every operating
Ideality factor, A, given as;

condition. This unique pair can be obtained
using the iterative method by gradually
adjusting the values of RS and then calculating
the corresponding value of Rsh which gives a
close estimate to the maximum experimental
power obtained from the datasheet.
The parameters are;

(5)
where Eg is the band gap energy of the junction. At maximum power the shunt resistance
be calculated using equation (6) below (Shongwe & Hanif, 2015);
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(6)
Where
(7)
(8)
Assumes that

,

depend on temperature

and the irradiance

then, new equation relating

with
and
with
are written as given by (Reis, Camacho, & Novacki, 2017; Shongwe & Hanif, 2015)
can be used to estimate the irradiance,
(9)
(10)
MATERIALS AND METHOD
The current-voltage characteristic of the panel (APPM-15) was investigated using the circuit on figure
(2). Adjusting the rheostat until voltage reading is

current becomes zero and then recording the open
circuit voltage
. Varying the Rheostat between
these pairs of values and recording the corresponding
voltages and currents. Time, date irradiance and
location of the experiment where also recorded.

zero and recording the short circuit current as
,
disconnecting the rheostat (50Ω) from the circuit,

Figure 2: Experimental setup.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The above equations were implemented in MATLAB
environment, both the simulation and the
experimental data were plotted analyzed and
compared.The experimental data and the simulation
results of the photovoltaic were compared
graphically, see Figure 3-6, the result were also
recorded as can be seen on table 2. In can be seen
that the five parameters increase with temperature

and irradiance with the exception of Series
resistance, where a decrease was observed. This is in
agreement with the other methods used in
parameter extraction in outdoor performance as
proposed in (Muralidharan, 2016; Vengatesh & Rajan,
2011; Yusuf & Ali, 2016). The relative error were
observed to be less than 3% in all the experiment
conducted.

Table 1: Estimated Parameters at STC
Parameters

Data sheet value
0.95

Estimated value
0.95

22.05

22.05

0.85

0.8751

17.5

17.1

14.875

14.9642

-

1.3267
8.927x10-8

-

2.194

-

1.38x106

0.06

-

11.23

-
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Figure 3: I-V and P-V curves at STC

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Characteristics curves for experimental and simulated values (a) I-V curve (b) P-V curve
Date: 19/04/2017

Time: 9:20am
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Characteristics curves for experimental and simulated values (a) I-V curve (b) P-V curve
Date
20/04/2017
Time: 2:00pm
Table
2: Result
from the experiments
and the simulations.
Experiment
Parameters
Isc
Voc
Tpanel

Simulation

1

2

3

1

2

3

0.49
19.7

0.61
18.8

0.55
19.41

0.4900
19.7

0.6056
18.8

0.5450
19.41

39

49

42.5

39

49

42.5

Impp (A)

0.44

0.55

0.44

0.4270

0.5358

0.4787

Vmpp (V)
Pmax (W)

12.46
5.4824

11.89
6.5395

13.94
6.1336

12.8653
5.4935

12.2776
6.5783

13.0720
6.2576

Irradiance(W/m2)

-

-

-

513.40

628.41

567.97

Ideality Factor, A
Series Resistance(Ω)

-

-

-

1.3046
10.08

1.3075
6.9840

1.3062
7.7180

Shunt resistance (Ω)

-

-

-

1.2169x106

4.1550x107

9.8424x105

0.4918

0.6057

0.5450

Ipv (A)
Io (A)

5.5048x10

-8

2.3294x10

-7

9.2873x10-8

CONCLUSION
In this paper, the Newton-Raphson iterative
method for PV module parameters extraction
was described. The five parameters extracted
used outdoor performance with the empirical
equations to predict the module I-V and P-V
characteristics for operating conditions other

than the STC. The relative error associated
with the simulation results obtained shows that
the simulation results are in good agreement
with the experimental data at real working
condition and justify its use for deeper
investigation on the characteristics of
photovoltaic modules.
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